3¾ miles. A gentle 1¼ mile climb, with some superb views on the gradual descent to
the level of the canal. A former “servants’ lane”; and a fine sense of isolation on the
tops! Brunthwaite is a pretty hamlet on the descent. You finish by walking over an old canal aqueduct. Ground is
very irregular in places and at times boggy, so sturdy footwear is important, as also are water and sun blocker in
summer. Many stiles. Very little road walking. Leave all gates as you found them. Start – Clog Bridge
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Cross Clog Bridge near canal bridge; immediately left along St. John’s Street behind shops; right at end into
Mitchell Lane. Walk to park, turn immediately right along snicket. Uphill on Craven Drive; left at top,
immediately right on Middleway; reach signed gate. Follow track to farm entrance. Pass through wooden,
then metal gates; then left behind bulk containers to stile (NOT gate!) near corner.
Ahead to stile by barn, and ahead through two more. Then turn half right (signed) and head diagonally across
field to far top corner squeeze stile with gate. Follow l/h side of field to gated stile in corner. Up shaded walled
lane to Haw Farmhouse. (Originally for sole use by the servants at Moorfield House, demolished 1953).
Exit left behind gorse to reach kissing gate on right of entrance to farm ❶. Cross Swartha Lane; drop down
track, then up past High Swartha Farm. Ahead through odd metal gate-in-a-gate slightly on left. Up slope to step
stile on right. 30 paces along l/h wall, then left through gate/stile and descend green lane.
Stile, then keep heading uphill under power lines towards North End Farm. Over gap stile, avoid boggy area
ahead by doing a wide circle to left, then make for stiles bang in front of house ❷. Climb to the obvious track,
turn right, go through gate (The excellent view is of Silsden reservoir on right, Town Head ahead and the town
and Airedale gap to the left). Follow track down over cattle grid for ¼ mile.
Gap stile on right. Follow wall down, turning left with it, then immediately through gap stile on left. Now follow
wall down on right. Skirt the ditch dug across the path (boggy after rain), and go over sketchy stile in corner.
Follow wall to bottom. Over stile by gate. (Steps are steep, narrow and slippy, so best cheat and go down short
grassy slope to Brunthwaite Lane). Turn right ❸. Walk down to Brunthwaite. (For a 2¾ mile Stroll only, carry
straight along this road, right at T junction, take obvious footpath on left and retrace your steps from here  to
Clog Bridge. Otherwise..) After golf club take stile on left alongside Brunthwaite Beck and follow narrow path
down to Holden Lane. (Good blackberrying in autumn).
Right, then immediately left down lane to canal. Over swing bridge; follow towpath to right, over aqueduct to
Silsden bridge. Climb steps by bridge to main road; a right brings you back to start.
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